
POSTCARD FROM PARIS 

 
PARIS – FROM OLD TO NEW 

I love this shot over the rooftops of Paris taken on the terrace of the Printemps department store, from old 
distinguished architecture to a fabulous new city in the distance, La Defènse.  In my imagination it looks like a 
vista of an Emerald City or in this case a Moonstone City.  Perhaps there is a yellow brick road somewhere 
underneath?  You can see the weather was mostly dreary but it is still Paris.  Paris was never at the top of my 
bucket list but I have been to the south of France and speak a soupçon of Francais.  I had an invitation to my 
aunt and uncle’s Golden Wedding party in Scotland and since I have to connect somewhere, this time I 
decided on Paris so that I could see my dear friend who has recently relocated back to England from Texas.  
Despite the great fortune to be an expatriate, one of our deepest sorrows is making close friendships and then 
suddenly having a continent between you. 
I planned to stay two days in Paris; traveling Air France which was better than expected.  My friend could take 
the Eurostar from London arriving at the Gare du Nord train station so I booked a charming boutique hotel in a 
good area and a short walk from the station.  I arrived first on the overnight flight, took the train from the 
airport to Gare du Nord, dropped my gigantic bag at the hotel and then walked back to the station to meet 
Bunny (her alias).  We were nicknamed Bunny and Airport after a hilarious girl’s night out.  



 
BUNNY AND AIRPORT ON OUR LAST NIGHT OUT IN TEXAS 

As you can imagine these two gorgeous blondes were very popular in Paris (modest, too).  In fact, on this night 
out in Texas we went out for an early meal, then went to the rooftop bar that was having a Salsa night and we 
were very popular at home!  We thought it was hilarious that a handsome 36 year old Cajun guy wanted a 
threesome, especially since Bunny’s 25 year old son was picking us up and my annoyed husband was waiting 
at home, arms crossed, saying “What time do you call this?”  It was 11 pm… 
I was so excited to meet Bunny at the train station and since it was lunchtime, we went one of the lovely 
restaurants around the station which have pavement tables.  We sat outside because there were heaters and 
it felt like we were in a Sex in the City episode.  Our waiter was a stereotypical Frenchman, tall, dark and very 
handsome.  Utterly charming and flirting outrageously with us, promising us French kisses.  Oh la la!  We got 
straight into the spirit of it, with Croque Monsieurs and glasses of Sancerre.  We had plenty to chat about 
including Bunny’s advice to dress up with full make-up to try to get an airline upgrade.  It worked so well 
previously that I got upgraded and an invitation to the mile high club.  This time I had just got through TSA 
when a nice younger man asked me if I would join him in the lounge (he had cards for all of them) and he was 
on the same Air France flight.  I accepted gratefully, as the flight was running an hour late, and he sat me down 
and brought me a gigantic glass of wine.  Later his friend, also traveling to work in Africa via Paris, told him 
that this lady owes you nothing but a thank you (phew!).  I graciously bid them both adieu and thanked my 
host. 
Eventually we headed back to our hotel, Maxim Folies which was directly across the road from Folies Bergère. 



 
FOLIES BERGERE, a famous cabaret hall and a lovely view down a side street looking up to SACRÉ-CŒUR 

After washing in marzipan, we headed off for a walk around the area.  I was completely turned around with the streets 
on a strange grid but Bunny knew exactly where she was going and orienteered for both of us.  We ended up at Galeries 
Lafayette, a very famous department store, which looks more like an opera house with amazing décor. 

 
This is the domed glass roof and exquisite balconies in Galeries Lafayette 

Our hotel was in a great location and a small boutique 
hotel.  It was modern and very clean but it was 
fortunate that we were close friends because our twin 
beds were a centimeter apart and you could not swing 
a cat in the shower/toilet.  I was very jet-lagged and 
went for a shower immediately.  I opened what looked 
like lovely little French soaps, couldn’t understand why 
they weren’t lathering only to realize they were 
marzipan!  We had a good laugh about that. 



We are both ardent animal lovers and were enchanted (and a little concerned) by an older homeless lady who 
was sitting outside the store with her adorable tabby cat.  They were both very warmly wrapped up and kitty 
had food and water.  I suspect she made a very comfortable living from all the tourists and might have a very 
nice house…  We headed back to the hotel and lay down to chat more.  Suddenly it was 8 pm and we hadn’t 
eaten yet so off we went to a lovely restaurant just around the corner from the hotel.  I had organic chicken 
that really tasted like it used to, in the old days, and Bunny had steak which eventually was cooked enough!  
By the time we finished dinner, walked back to the hotel we were wiped out and sleep came quickly.  Our 
tongues were more tired than the rest of us. 
After a delicious petit dejeuner next morning, we looked with trepidation at the weather outside.  It was dark 
and pouring with rain at 9 am.  We had planned to take one of the tourist hop-on/hop-off buses since we had 
so little time in Paris.  It was so wet that the water was running down the bus stairs in a torrent from the open 
top.  Not to be deterred we saw almost all the main tourist attractions but couldn’t take photos on the bus 
through the rainy windows.  As I thought, I chatted so much that Bunny had to point out that we were passing 
the Arc de Triomphe.  Everything was magnificent and beautifully maintained.  The quirky things appealed too; 
there is a bridge across the Seine that is covered with padlocks with little love messages on them.  We decided 
that we would make a stop at the Eiffel Tower which is truly a work of architectural genius. 

 

It is astonishingly tall and we looked like 
Lilliputians underneath.  We briefly considered 
the lifts to the top but I am not that keen on 
heights and was freezing! We found another 
delightful little French restaurant where they 
put on heaters just for us and we recovered 
enough to get back on the bus again.  I was still 
turned around but Bunny kept me on the right 
path.  My bad Spanish came in handy 
translating details of which bus they had to get 
onto for some Spanish tourists. Neither of us 
has ever met a stranger! 



Once we had toured enough we visited Printemps department store.  It was much more modern in 
appearance than Galeries Lafayette but had similar expensive items for sale.  I noticed that it had a rooftop 
terrace and thought it might be an opportunity to take good aerial views of Paris since it had stopped raining.  
We eventually got there by going up narrower and narrower escalators – it reminded me of some of the old 
department stores in the UK (Harrods and Jenners).  What a view! 

 

 

A Printemps turret left - Opera to the right 
A wonderfully threatening sky over the rooftops below 



 
We were early for Bunny’s train so we sought out the café with the handsome waiter.  He recognized us 
immediately, welcomed us profusely, and helped lift my suitcase behind the table.  He laughed at the weight 
of it and asked if there was a dead body in it.  I responded, “Mon Mari” which translates to “my husband”.  An 
older waiter had come along to see what all the hilarity was about and said something to our waiter, while 

To the left is a view of the boulevard leading up 
to Le Madeleine Church (the chimney pots and 
crane add a shot of color) and below is a view 
across to Montmartre. 

This is a little café in one of the covered arcades 
on Rue de Haussman.  Isn’t it fascinating that 
anything Anglais is exotic in Paris and vice versa? 
There were old-fashioned stores selling stamps, 
or sewing materials.  It took us both back in time.  
All too soon we had to head back to the hotel, 
pick up the bags and head to Gare du Nord for 
the trains to London and the airport.  Our taxi 
driver was chatting energetically on his 
headphone and finally I figured out that he was 
speaking a mixture of French and Arabic.  He was 
Tunisian and seemed delighted that I could 
briefly converse in Arabic and French.  I referred 
to myself as the Egyptian which given my recent 
DNA results might be really close to the truth! 



looking at me.  Our waiter said something to the effect that we were his girlfriends and he was going to get his 
French kisses this time.  I know he was being discreet because I am pretty sure that the older waiter said 
something like, “if her dead husband is in the bag, then I could give her one!”  Whatever he said, the 
intonation was crude but still funny.  As we left to go to the station, our waiter insisted that we kiss him on 
both cheeks and we did, of course.  He was certainly easy on the eye ;) 
We were both a bit sad at the station, Bunny had to upstairs through immigration to get the London train and 
I had to go downstairs to get the airport train.  We kissed goodbye and suddenly my beautiful Native American 
rattlesnake necklace fell off my pendant and smashed into pieces. A tiny bit of my heart did the same although 
I know we will still travel and see each other.  When I reached my train, I was horrified by the crowds but the 
big black train conductors helped clear the way and lift my dead body suitcase onto the train.  Someone even 
offered his seat to me – that doesn’t happen much in the UK anymore.  As I was planning the trip I was 
concerned about personal safety and robbery but I was totally surprised at how friendly and charming most 
people were.  When I first arrived an Arabic/French man in a suit insisted on lifting my suitcase up a flight of 
stairs and my first thought was, “is he going to run away with it?” It certainly helped to speak a little French 
and be polite but that is the same for most destinations.  Before departing early the next day, I was staying at 
a budget Ibis hotel in Roissy, a small town close to CDG airport, with free shuttles.  It was very clean and good 
value for Paris.  If I had more time I could have taken free shuttles into Roissy which I would have really 
enjoyed.  I set the TV alarm and my cell phone alarm for 4 am but only one went off at 5 am (I was too jet 
lagged to figure out time differences and basic instructions).  I had to give myself a cat’s lick like Toffee (our 
baby cat has a dislike of washing herself) and really run for the shuttle to the airport.  Fortunately the airport 
was very quiet and I got through check-in and security quickly. 
On the plane I was seated next to a couple from Ecuador who, like me, were on a short connection from Paris 
to Amsterdam and then our final destinations.  I translated their requests for coffee and water and then set 
them on the right direction at Schipol airport.  I kept saying, “arriba, arriba!” but they were going at a Central 
American pace and I suspect they missed their flight to Quito.  Oh well, there is always another flight the next 
day…  I was glad that I had bought a few gifts at Charles de Gaulle airport which is much better than I 
remembered with lovely shops and eating areas (maybe it was a different terminal)? Amsterdam’s airport is 
going through a huge renovation and it felt a bit cramped.  Eventually I was on my way to Glasgow to 
celebrate my aunt and uncle’s Golden Wedding.  On reflection, Paris was a surprise and if it hadn’t rained it 
would have been perfect for walking around and admiring the ambience and architecture.  It was clean and 
safe in our area. 
It is very hard to see a large city on a short break but Bunny’s advice to take the tourist bus was perfect as you 
get a little taste of everything.  What made it truly special was to travel with a wonderful friend.  The next blog 
will be from Renfrew where the Golden Wedding took place. 
Kerry xxx 


